
He's still working on me 
To make me what I need to be 
It took him just a week to make the moon and stars 
The sun and the earth and Jupiter and Mars 
How loving and patient He must be 
'Cause He's still workin' on me 
 
There really ought to be a sign upon my heart 
Don't judge him yet, there's an unfinished part 
But I'll be better just according to His plan 

Fashioned by the Master's loving hands 

He's still working on me 

To make me what I need to be 

It took him just a week to make the moon and stars 

The sun and the earth and Jupiter and Mars 

How loving and patient He must be 

'Cause He's still workin' on me 
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This is “The End” of school year 2017-18!  It’s been a good year – full of 

academic progress, Tri-weeklies, Honor Roll Trips, and even a few tears here and there.  

We are pleased to launch our Reading Readiness students into the ABC’s, our ABC 
readers into the Trailblazers Learning Center, Junior High into Senior High School, and our 
Senior High Class out into the world of higher collegiate education.  Now THAT is quite a 

launch! 

We are thrilled with our first official run of the PCST Senior High School—with 
DepEd approval. Our students have delivered well on the various college entrance tests. We 
have maintained our high standard. This marks the end of our 26th year.  Thank you students 

and staff for all the hard work! 

To our ever-faithful and supporting parents, thank you for your patience when 
things maybe frustrated you or didn’t go well. It is our goal to develop character in the lives 

of every child entrusted to PCST.... it’s a process that isn’t always a happy or pleasant one.  

Now, at the end of another school year, I believe that we can say with the people 

in Nehemiah 6:16 “that this work was wrought of our God” and we can sing again: 

 

DID YOU KNOW? 

By Mrs. Lora Hooge 

Jacob Astom from the Conquerors Learning Center is a 
good dancer! 

 K to 12. K+12. These became the buzz words in education circles 
in 2011, even before the Enhanced Basic Education Act was signed into law 
(as R.A. 10533) on May 15, 2013. PCST and other schools who use the 
Kindergarten plus Twelve Level curriculum of School of Tomorrow™ 
welcomed the change as the new law directly coincided with the levels we 
were already requiring our children to accomplish before graduating from 
high school. 
 What was more exciting was that the new K+12 provided for 
individual tracking. This is what we have been doing for years in accordance 
with the School of Tomorrow Procedures Manual®. The academic tracking 
that we practiced was based on the skills, both observable and assessed, of 
each student, and was aligned with the philosophy of individualization from 
where the methodology of the SOT system was based. 
 However, the K+12 curriculum turned out to be quite different. 
Instead of broadening the core academic disciplines for more mastery, it 
added a minimum of THIRTY-ONE subjects which were to be taken in the last 
two years now known as Senior High School.  
 PCST rose to the challenge. Key staff were assigned to study the 
K+12 competencies, compare them with our existing curriculum, and 
determine supplementary material for concepts not discussed in PACEs.  

 

Instructors were culled from amongst present staff, parents, friends of PCST, 
and graduates. The objectives were the following: meet minimum 
competency levels required by the Department of Education, go beyond 
these competencies to equip our students to face the challenges of a college 
education, and continue to give a Biblical world-view in ALL of the subjects 
taught. 
 PCST gave our students more than the 31 minimum subjects 
required. Many projects, researches, case studies, proposals, presentations, 
experiments and activities were crafted to demonstrate learning. A two-
week Work Immersion was implemented. Thesis projects were defended – 
and passed with flying colors. Students were challenged to think… think… 
THINK BIBLICALLY. 
 The question in my mind all throughout this process was this: WILL 
PCST STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM THEIR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE? 
We’ve always had students who passed entrance exams in our country’s 
major universities. Did our 2018 class continue this legacy?  
 THE RESULTS ARE OUT – SEE PAGE 7. AND YOU ARE INVITED TO 
OUR VERY FIRST SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION CEREMONY ON 
APRIL 12, 2018. SEE YOU THERE!!! 

By Mrs. Harriet Barrera 



By Johann Perpiñan 

 We got to accomplish a lot of projects this year; 

namely board games and toys for the learning centers, a multi

-purpose closet for the high school and SHS department, and 

trash can basketball hoops to encourage cleanliness. Without 

the constant support of the students, teachers, and parents, this 

couldn't have been achieved. 

  For the future Student Council, we see great potential 

in them. The fact that they said yes to the job proves their 

boldness in their future positions. Additionally, they have a 

successful and assertive advisor by their side. With their help, 

the Student Council will be able to complete a lot of projects 

with godly aid.  

 I have learned so much from my experience in the 

Student Council. One character development that stood out 

above everything else was my faith in God. I trusted Him in 

both pleasurable and hard times.  

 We, the Council, greatly praise and thank God for all 

our accomplishments. My confidence in God has steadily 

increased since then. This is because I have never been able to 

do so much for the school before I leave. To God always be 

the glory! 

 My experience as the Student 

Council President was hectic; there was 

so much to plan and execute. Trying to 

cope up with academics and external 

activities required lots of careful time 

management. With all the SHS 

assignments and Student Council projects 

present, it was quite difficult to balance 

the two in my schedule. Thankfully, I had 

my fellow council members to help me. It 

was good to know that I wasn't alone 

when dealing with SC (Student Council) 

matters.  

By Christine Lan 

With the conclusion of the 2018 Student Council Elections, a lot of fresh faces have been added to the 

leadership of our student body—myself included.   

It truly is a great blessing to be elected as the SC President, especially now, in my final year with the 

PCST Family! And, not to mention, being part of the first student council to be elected via computerized 

ballots.  Admittedly, it’s a Herculean task ahead me, and I’m by no means a superhero—but one thing’s 

for sure: I, with the support of the Student Council, will face these responsibilities and challenges head-

on.  

I am looking forward to the incoming S.Y. 2018-2019, especially towards the fun activities I plan to 

implement for my fellow schoolmates, as well as the many improvements in store for the benefit of the 

PCST student body. 

It’s truly an honor and a great privilege to have been chosen by my peers to head the student council—

and rest assured, I will carry out my responsibilities to the best of my abilities! 



We have 4 children, and 3 of them are in PCST (Ysabel in SHS, Yanna in CQR, and Yerik in OVC). 
We consider ourselves Toddler PCST parents. We were on our 3rd year when our son, Yerik, started in Trailblazers 1. 
Like every toddler, we're taking baby steps. But in this day and age, even taking baby steps could be compared to being on steroids, as things 

are happening fast, especially in our children’s lives. So, instead of playing catch-up all the time, a close partnership with the school is helping us 
"walk" together with our children.  
  
So far, it has been, and continues to be, a very rich learning experience.  But from my perspective, what makes PCST unique is the following: 

1.       They know and see our children. They are not just "one of the many.” The teachers and staff are all supportive. As parents, 
we want the best chance of success for our children. We want to prepare them so that they can be the best persons that they are meant 
to be—both academically and as social individuals. Therefore, it’s important hat the teachers have genuine interest in getting to know 
our children; to understand them, and relate to them as unique individuals. PCST has taken the “individualized” approach beyond just 
the academics. They nurture them as individuals. 
2.       The system works. Individualized, but with a high standard. Each one is unique, yet, sometimes as parents, we may be guilty 
of “unconsciously” stereotyping our kids (e.g., she’s shy, she’s quiet, he’s emotional, he’s makulit, etc.) But our kids always surprise 
us.  Their behavior doesn’t define the depth of who they are. They set their own high standards. They are competitive. They push 
themselves to be better, to be the best. As parents and teachers, we need to provide them with support, encouragement, love, and 
space to stretch their limits. Sometimes our kids will be frustrated when they fail or lose, so we need to teach them how to lose as well. 
Winners lose, too, and they need to know how to lose and learn from it.  Getting up takes a lot of courage.  We need to partner 
together (parents, co-parents, teachers) to help our children build their grit. The balance of when to push and when to pull, so that our 
children can develop firmness of character, indomitable spirit, perseverance, and passion for long-term goals. 

  

 
The high standard is not just for our students, but for us parents and teachers as well.  Our children set very high standards for all of us, even if 
they don’t say it.  You see it in their eyes, in the simple everyday stories that they tell each other. It matters to them when we, as parents, are 
involved in their school activities, especially when we partner with their teachers and other parents. In the short period of time that we’ve been 
blessed with—not just partnership with the teachers and the school, but also with other parents. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to 
share. I’m sure I have common stories and experiences with other parents. 
  

“Our children may not remember everything we said to them, but they will definitely remember how we made them feel”. 

The school year is almost over, and you know what that means? It means the last Honor Roll field trip for the school year is 

near! My classmates and I have been working so hard to complete our PACE requirements and pass all our mini-classes so we 

could get in the Honor Roll. I’ve been in the Honor Roll ever since I started going to PSCT. I like being able to explore, learn, 

and have fun in the field trip. But what I like most about getting into the Honor Roll is seeing my hard work pay off. Besides 

that, the final Honor Roll of this school year marks the beginning of summer! That means I could relax at home without any 

work, I can play with my cousins and friends, I can be able to join our community’s Sports Fest, and most importantly, I can 

spend more time with my family!  I’m also looking forward to becoming Overcomers 2 and being in the Honor Roll again. I 

like being rewarded for my hard work in my PACE’s and classes, but there’s nothing I enjoy more than learning from them.

Getting ready for summer 
By Miguel Luis Zeta 

DID YOU KNOW? 
Lemuel Figarido from the Conqueroros Learning Center 
is a World War II historian and a Hong Kong citizen. 



HERE AM I 

NSC 2017 MANILA 

     Where else can one week last a lifetime?  

The first half of the school year was filled with stressful 

hours of preparation for one of the most awaited 

events in the high school department—the National 

Student Convention. NSC 2017 was held in our 

backyard, Manila, in honor of the event’s 25th 

anniversary.  Competition was stiff, and the bar was set 

high by the additional number of schools in attendance. 

Despite these challenges,  the Royals gave their best 

efforts and kept their reputation of award-hoarders 

among the other delegates. 

JSC 2017 
 Aren’t awards the first thing that come to mind when you think of competitions? What about the process? 

After six years of competing, I realized that when I am given an event, it’s a great honor. Truth be told, it 
is also a BIG responsibility—from long hours of practices, piled homework, headaches, and lots of re-
viewers. It does get tiring, but it also has a big bright side. You get to sing, write, act, run, and overall, do 
what you love. 
  The first day of JSC consisted of the “Opening Ceremony” and the platform events. Everyone was 
shocked at the amount of students from different schools. Young, talented boys and girls in every corner. 
However, we saw all the nervousness and anxiety pass as everyone performed beautifully. Sure, there 
were mistakes here and there, but that didn’t stop anyone. 
  The second day was given to the academic and music events. I had 4 events that day. Personally speak-
ing, this day was the most stressful one. Seeing all my teammates and competitors work together and do 
their best was a very heart-warming moment for me. (Of course I also did my best). All our efforts on 
reviewing for the academic events truly paid off. Next were the music events. Even from afar, you could 
hear talented students sing beautifully. Some voice cracks and “out of tune” moments were horrifying. At 
the end of the day, we all had one goal—to praise God. 
  The third day of JSC was at the “Marikina Sports Complex.” This is where all the sports events were 
going to be held. Excitement was in the air, but so was nervousness. First up were the 4x100 male run-
ners. In their batch, they got first! This made us, the 4x100 female runners, very excited. We ran with all 
our might, but sadly, I sprained my ankle in the process. It paid off as soon as we saw our last runner 
cross the finish line first. As son as the track events were completed, next were the badminton and tchouk-
ball games. We cheered our loudest for our players. They played with all their might. Win or lose, we all 
did our best. That’s what mattered.  

  The last day was the awarding ceremony—the day that we would know just how much our hard work 

would pay off. This, for me, was a GREAT struggle. Limping up and down the stage was very tiring. Once 

you get called “on deck,” you’ve gotten into the top 6! Getting called for first place, however, is a differ-

ent story. First place or not, looking back on the whole week, it didn’t matter as much anymore. It was 

such a fun experience! Meeting new people, performing, and quality time with your friends. What made 

it more special was the fact that it was also my last JSC. I’m 100% sure that this JSC is the one I will 

treasure the most. Now unto a new journey, NSC! Good job, JSC delegates! 

MNL By Abigail Tayzon 

I love being in the Honor Roll. I take pride in being part of it because it’s a 

privilege and result of hard work and discipline. I’m also looking forward 

to the activities and rewards—like our upcoming field trip. 

To be part of the Honor Roll, we all know that we have to be part of the tri

-weeklies. I put it in my heart and mind that I have to finish all the required 

number of PACEs. So first, I pray every day that all my goals would be 

finished. Then, when I’m “FG,” I could do advance work in school. 

I also make it a point to do my advance work in our house every day. 

When I arrive home from school, that’s the time that I can play or watch 

videos. I’m allowed to do that for a maximum of 1.5 hours only. Sometimes, 

I would fall asleep while watching, but by dinner time, they would wake 

me up.  

After dinner is definitely my time for doing advance work. My mom would 

always be there to help me on things that I don’t understand in my PACEs. 

She would even give me some tips on memorizing and computing.  

It’s not an easy road, but this is what it takes to get into the Honor Roll: 

Time Management – Even if I want to watch/play videos some more, I 

have to stop because I have to follow my work schedule.  

Focus on Goals – I challenge myself everyday to finish my goals.  

Knowing My Priorities – School is my main priority, and I want my parents 

to be proud of me.  

I am happy and grateful to be in the Honor Roll because it’s all worth it! 

Thank you for reading, and God bless! 

The honor roll 
By Shameyn Serrano 



PCST’S ANNUAL 

FOUNDATION WEEK 
PCST kicked off 2018 with its annual Foundation Week during 

the month of February to celebrate the founding and 

construction of the school. It has always been our tradition to 

enjoy the festivities of this fun week with some friendly 

competition—an inter-group competition between students from 

different Learning Centers. However, this year’s Foundation 

Week was joined by a new event. The student groups 

welcomed the PCST Float Parade—a vehicle motorcade 

endorsing the curriculum’s main characteristics of individualized, 

mastery-based, Bible-based, character-centered, and 

accelerated education. Students collaborated with parents and 

staff to construct beautifully decorated floats. This event 

started the week’s activities on Tuesday and was followed by 

exciting games until Thursday, with the awarding ceremony 

closing off the wonderful celebration.  

MNL 

DID YOU KNOW? 

How PCST helped me become independent and disciplined  

I first went to PCST in 2015. I was 5 years old. I skipped Pioneers and Pilgrims and started 

at Trailblazers 1. I could read and understand English, but I had to learn to read and 
understand Filipino, which, at first, was hard. But PCST’s way of teaching helped me learn on 

my own. I learned to set my goals, finish them (most of the time), and study for my Self Tests 
and PACE Tests on my own. My parents helped me at home when I didn’t understand 

something.  

My parents are thankful that I have become independent and disciplined because they, too, 

are busy with work. We are able to spend family time at home instead of me doing my 
PACEs all the time. We are also able to travel since I just bring my PACEs with me and 

answer them on the plane or at the hotel.  

What happened on January 13, 2018 

I had to finish my Grade 3 requirements earlier because our family was planning to migrate 
to Amsterdam. However, on the morning of January 13, I told Daddy that my urine color was 

dark and I didn’t know why. We went to the hospital to have a check-up, and we were 
advised to have another check-up with a pedia-nephrologist as soon as possible. That’s when 

I got admitted first at PDH for 2 days and was transferred to St. Luke’s for another 12 days.  

While I was at St. Luke’s for 12 days 

I stayed at St. Luke’s for 12 days due to kidney infections. I had an IV inserted on my left 
hand, which was eventually transferred to my right hand because the vein burst. I had a hard 

time writing. I couldn’t write cursive, making it impossible for me to do most of my PACEs. My 

blood pressure was elevated, so I was strictly on bed rest only with bathroom privileges. 

While in the hospital, I was thinking about my PACEs – how I was going to be in the Honor 
Roll if I couldn’t finish my PACEs at school, whether I could finish my PACEs before Honor Roll, 

and how I would write cursive with my right hand. I thought about and counted the number of 
days before the Honor Roll cut off from the time I would be discharged from the hospital and 

how I would catch up in my mini-classes.  

 

 

On the 10th day, the doctors had to do biopsy on my kidney. Two days later, I was discharged from 

the hospital.  

When I got out of the hospital 

I still couldn’t go to school because I was taking a high dosage of steroids and my immune system was 

very weak. I also had to monitor my liquid input and output, which would be difficult to do if I wasn’t 

at home. I also had to monitor my blood pressure because it was still elevated, so I was also on bed 

rest. I had to stay home for another three weeks—that meant not being able to go to school for a 

total of five weeks already. Mommy just had one question for me. She asked me if I wanted to finish 

my Grade 3 requirements. She said my health mattered more than school and that I could always 

repeat Grade 3 in Amsterdam, but I told her I wanted to be in the Honor Roll.  

Mommy helped me create a schedule by which I would finish my PACEs by March 16. I would finish 

two PACEs a day and go to school the following day to score and take the PACE test. My supervisor 

would give me my new PACE on the same day so I could work on it. After one month and one week, I 

was able to go back to school. I was able to catch up with my mini-classes, recite the February and 

March verses straight, and finish my requirements. I took the last PT on March 16.  

God helped me all throughout. I had to do more than 50 pages a day, but He gave me the strength 

to finish them. He also touched the hearts of Ma’am Barrera, my mini-class teachers, my supervisor, 

and the other Overcomers teachers. They were gracious and very understanding; they helped me 

catch up. I also thank God for my parents, our relatives, and friends who took turns in bringing me to 

school during the three weeks I was on bed rest so I could take my PTs.  

Thank you, PCST, for the three wonderful years I spent here. May God continue to use you in shaping 

other children. I will miss my teachers, classmates, and friends.  

By Samantha Brozo 

Bianca Astom from the Achievers Learning 
Center has 5 crushes. 



 FOR THIS SCHOOL YEAR, PCST IS 

PROUDLY PROMOTING FOUR BATCHES 

OF OUTSTANDING STUDENTS WHO 

EXCELLED IN THEIR PACES, MINI-CLASSES, 

AND LECTURE CLASSES (FOR THE SENIOR 

HIGH SCHOOL).  

JHS GRADUATING CLASS 
INCOMING SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

ALDEGUER, 

RAFAEL LORENZO 

CANO, 

MARIA MIKAELLAH 

CATALAN, 

DAVID 

GOGOLA, 

KENNETH LANCE 

MARTIN, 

PAULENE YSABEL 

MENDIOLA,  

HANZ ANTHEA ILENE 

MILLIONS, 

SEAN 

PADILLA, 

RAFAEL MIGUEL 

PELAYO, 

TIMOTHY SAMUEL 

YAMBAO, 

CASSANDRA 
ROXAS, 

POLANS MIKHAEL 



BENITEZ, 
JUSTIN IRA 

BERNARDO, 
JAYMEE MARIE 

BINDER, 
CHARIMA 

CRUZ, 

JUSTIN CHADWICK DEO 

HOLLANDA, 

DONOVAN JOSHUA 

RAPINAN, 

RIA ANTOINETTE 

PURTO, 
ALLEN CHESTER 

PERPINAN, 

JOHANN MATTHEW 

MENDIOLA, 

BJANCA YSABELLE 

MACATANGAY, 

JANINE VALERY 

LIM, 
JOSHUA 

Welcoming the K-12 Curriculum to Philippine education was a challenge, but nevertheless, PCST persevered 

through these obstacles and is now ready to introduce the first ever batch of Senior High School graduates.  

If there was anything the Senior High 12 students were afraid of, it was the highly-anticipated 

thesis defense. This took place a few weeks ago – March 2, 2018.  

 Although we were given ample time to work on our thesis, we only started working on 

it a month before. For some outrageous reason, my batchmates and I believed that we would 

breeze right through all the research and preparation. We were extremely wrong. 

 Throughout that whole month of cramming, our already sleep-deprived selves lost 

more hours of sleep; we were constantly cranky, stressed (more than usual, at least), hungry, 

distant from each other, and fought hard to stay awake during class hours.  

 The day of the defense soon took place, and we all expected nothing but the 

absolute worst. Each of us quivered in fear and anticipation as we watched our panelists enter 

the room one by one. However, once we started reporting, we soon realized that it wasn’t as 

bad as we thought it would be.  

When the day finally came to an end, we were all commended by our teachers, 

panelists, advisors, and principal. We felt like we had won a war. Although we did quite well, 

we are 100% sure that we could have done better if we didn’t cram. For future researchers, we 

advise you to use ALL your time wisely and not cram the way we did.  

 Despite all the obstacles we had to go through while doing research, this thesis truly 

did help us grow and learn in ways that we didn’t even think were possible. However, we know 

that none of this would have happened if it weren’t for God’s helping hand to guide us through 

it all. 

THESIS DEFENSE 
By Bjanca Mendiola 

Bjanca Mendiola (BS Education Major in English) 

Donovan Hollanda (AB Legal Management) 

Justin Benitez (Top 10 in BS Entrepreneurship) 

Justin Cruz (Top 10 in BS Sports Science) 

Janine Macatangay (AB Economics) 

Jaymee Bernardo (BSBA Major in Management) 

 

Donovan Hollanda (BS Political Science) 

Ria Rapinan (BS Mechanical Engineering) 

Bjanca Mendiola (AB Literature) 

Johann Perpinan (AB International Studies) 

Justin Benitez (AB Communication Arts Major) 

Justin Cruz (BS Interdisciplinary Business Studies) 

 Justin Benitez (BS Communication Technology 
Management) 

Justin Cruz (BS Chemistry) 

Bjanca Mendiola (AB English Literature) 

Joshua Lim (BS Mechanical Engineering) 

Janine Macatangay (BSBA Major in Financial 
Management) 

Jaymee Bernardo (BSBA Major in Operations 
Management) 

Donovan Hollanda (AB Political Science) 

Janine Macatangay (BSBA Major in Economics, 

Minor in Finance—Highest Merit Scholarship) 

Joshua Lim (BS Mechanical Engineering) 



 THE PERSPECTIVE TEAM 

  
Mrs. Harriet Barrera 

Mrs. Lora Hooge 

Johann Perpiñan  

Mrs. Yasmin Mallari 

Mrs. Melody Abad 

 

Mrs. Lora Hooge 

Mrs. Harriet Barrera 

Ria Rapiñan 

Bjanca Mendiola 

- KIDS CORNER - 

PCST congratulates and recognizes the 

following students for participating in the 

Build A Ball Launcher 2018 Fluor 

Engineering Challenge! 

 

TOP 4 SCORERS 

1. Godwin King Flores  1,003,510 

2. Phoebe Atisha Casio 49,870 

3. Jezreel Hanne Dacquel 42,570 

4. Adeleyah Dela Cruz 38,580 

PARTICIPANTS  

1. Conquerors 3 Science Lab 

2. Conquerors 4 Science Lab 

3. Elnathan Abad 

4. Miguel Bautista 

5. Franz Denise Blanco 

6. Euan Camato 

7. Denise Escalona  

8. Nicolo Lagunay 

9. Christine Lan 

10. Rafa Mischka Macasero  

11. Ian Pelayo 

12. Johann Tangcora 

Christine Lan 

Miguel Zeta 

Abigail Tayzon 

Shameyn Serrano 

Ria Rapiñan 

Samantha Brozo 

Bjanca Mendiola 

Mrs. Nea Samson 

Samuel Figueroa  

Mrs. Beverly Rivera 


